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a b s t r a c t

Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) has several benefits over traditional endoscopy such as
its portability and ease of usage, particularly for remote internet of things (IoT)-assisted
healthcare services. During the WCE procedure, a significant amount of redundant video
data is generated, the transmission of which to healthcare centers and gastroenterologists
securely for analysis is challenging aswell aswastage of several resources including energy,
memory, computation, and bandwidth. In addition to this, it is inherently difficult and
time consuming for gastroenterologists to analyze this huge volume of gastrointestinal
video data for desired contents. To surmount these issues, we propose a secure video
summarization framework for outdoor patients going through WCE procedure. In the
proposed system, keyframes are extracted using a light-weighted video summarization
scheme, making it more suitable forWCE. Next, a cryptosystem is presented for security of
extracted keyframes based on 2D Zaslavsky chaotic map. Experimental results validate the
performance of the proposed cryptosystem in terms of robustness and high-level security
compared to other recent image encryption schemes during dissemination of important
keyframes to healthcare centers and gastroenterologists for personalized WCE.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Digital images play an important role in different areas of interest such as commercial, military, andmedical applications.
The security of this specific data has become amajor concern in recent years forwhich researchers have presented numerous
techniques [1,2]. Cryptography is one of the solutions for information security and is considered as one essential aspect for
secure communication over the public network Internet. The security of cryptographic techniques is mainly dependent on
secret keys as dictated by Kirchhoff’s principle [3,4]. These keys are of paramount importance in cryptographic applications
such as image encryption [5,6] and secret stego key sharing [7–9]. Since, the cryptosystem is dependent only on the secret
keys, therefore, it should be nearly impossible to retrieve the information without the exact secret keys. One of the well-
known methods to generate secure cryptographic keys is to use the chaotic systems [10,11].
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The chaotic maps are nonlinear systems, which have been widely used in cryptographic systems. Chaotic maps can
generate random numbers, therefore, they are considered as a solution to produce keystream. In the area of image
encryption, there are two major classes of chaotic systems known as one-dimension (1D) and multi-dimension chaotic
systems (M-D) [12]. The 1D chaotic systems such as the logistic map [11], are easier to implement than M-D ones, but are
considered as non-secure [13]. Most of the 1D chaotic maps have multiple issues including the limited space key and the
limited range of the chaotic behaviors. Hence, it is preferred to use M-D chaotic maps [13]. However, the chaotic maps still
have certain defects regardless of their dimension, especially when such systems are defined on real numbers and their
corresponding cryptosystems are defined on finite numbers [14]. Considering such weaknesses, many encryption systems
have been cracked recently due to their weak secret keys [15] and poor security level [16,17]. Moreover, digital images
have various inherent properties such as the large dimension data, low entropy, and high correlation between adjacent
pixels. These properties make the algorithms not suitable for image encryption [13,18]. They also increase the thread of
cryptanalysis and confirm the need of new solutions with confirmation about the security level.

Nowadays, IoT environments are highly visible in human life through which a variety of IoT applications such as life
logging physical activity information [19], physical activitymonitoring and assessment [20], and IoT personalized healthcare
systems are possible [21], making human life easier and more efficient. However, these evolutionary processes need to pay
attention to the security issues to ensure the authentication and privacy of data [22]. Moreover, most of the IoT components
are characterized by low capabilities in terms of both energy and computing resources and thus they cannot implement
complex security algorithms [22].

Recently, the problem of secure dissemination of secret information over the Internet is growing fast. Ensuring the
confidentiality and privacy of medical images is becoming one of the challenging problem as they contain sensitive data
with distinguishing visual representations of the interior of a human body [23,24]. One of the popular methods to record
images of the digestive tract is wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE). DuringWCE procedure, the patient swallows a pill-sized
capsule, which captures the images of gastrointestinal (GI) track while passing through it. The captured images are recorded
in an image recording unit (IRU),which is fitted in a beltworn by patient [25]. The capsule is expelled from the body naturally
after 72 h, however, the frames captured in the initial 8 h are important for visualization of GI track [26]. During this eight
hours period, a large sequence of images (around 50000) are generated, out of which only a limited number of frames are
important for diagnosis by gasteroentrologists. The collected video data contains a significant amount of redundant and non-
informative frames due to capsule’s explosion to turbid fluids and food particles [27]. In this regard, it becomes inherently
difficult and time consuming for gasteroentrologists to find the desired contents from this huge amount of collected video
data. Thus, it is important to exploit a mechanism for automatic extraction of diagnostically important frames from the
collected enormous amount of video data. Video summarization (VS) techniques [28,29] can be used to solve this problem,
where the informative frames can be extracted automatically and can be sent to the remote patient monitoring centers and
gasteroentrologists. As the overall diagnosis is mainly based on the extracted keyframes, it is necessary to send these frames
securely as they can be exposed to various attacks such as spoofing or injection attacks [30]. Hence, the problem of security
and authentication arises for which we have devised a new framework.

In this work, we propose an efficient and secure video summarization framework for overcoming the drawbacks of
existing systems. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

1. An efficient and privacy-preserving video summarization framework is proposed for extraction of diagnostically
important frames fromWCE videos and its secure dissemination to gastroenterologists and remote healthcare centers.

2. The proposed video summarization method uses the concept of integral image in features computation, increasing its
suitability in real-time applications such as WCE.

3. A robust Zaslavsky chaotic map (ZCM) based image encryption scheme is proposed for security of keyframes. The
proposed method can guarantee the secrecy of the keyframes with larger key space and can provide excellent confusion
and diffusion properties with high level security. Moreover, it can be used for authentication of keyframes, preventing
the possibility of injecting false keyframes.

4. The proposed framework can facilitate healthcare centers in ensuring the privacy of patients, reducing the energy,
processing and communication cost, helping gastroenterologists to quickly browse for desired contents and fast analysis,
leading to improved diagnosis with personalization.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed system is explained in Section 2. Experimental results
and discussion are presented in Section 3. The comparison tests are given in Section 4, followed by conclusion in Section 5.

2. The proposed framework

Medical data has become very interesting especially in remote healthmonitoring applications due to rapid advancement
in smart sensor technologies. The current sensor technology is facilitating remote patient monitoring centers to produce
different bio-signals and images from the outdoor patients’ body and monitor them remotely [31,32]. For example, during
gait analysis, wearable sensors are used to measure numerous gait parameters including step length, cadence, swing-
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed system.

stance radio, stride length, and stride width, which are useful for diagnosis of several diseases such as Parkinson’s disease,
Huntington, and stroke [33]. Another interesting application of medical sensors is WCE, where a capsule swollen by patient
visualizes the entire GI track by capturing its images for several hours, producing a large amount of video data which is
stored in IRU. Using smart phones, this video data can be transferred remotely to healthcare centers but it requires more
transmission cost, bandwidth, and energy and wastes the time of gastroenterologists in searching for diagnostically desired
frames. In addition, ensuring the security of large amount of data is also comparatively challenging. Our proposed framework
resolves these issues by using video summarization technology combined with image encryption. Our proposed system is
two-fold: (1) extracting keyframes using video summarization and (2) encrypting the extracted keyframes using a robust
image encryption scheme [5]. Fig. 1 highlights the proposed framework for secure dissemination of keyframes to remote
health monitoring centers during WCE. The technical detail of the framework is provided in the sub-sequent sections.

2.1. Summarization of video data captured by wireless capsule during WCE

In this sub-section, the process of summarization of WCE video data is presented. During WCE, a large amount of
redundant andnon-informative videodata is generateddue to explosion ofwireless capsule to food substanceswhile passing
through GI track [26]. Considering the limited resources of smart phones and long duration of WCE process, it is usually
assumed that sending all the WCE data to healthcare centers and gastroenterologists is impractical [27,34]. Therefore, it is
important to devise a mechanism, which can allow only the informative frames for transmission and discard the redundant
and non-informative frames. This goal can be achieved using video summarizationmethods. Keeping in view the constraints
of WCE, we have used our recent video summarization scheme [35] for extraction of diagnostically important frames. Our
recent VS method is computationally inexpensive, which is the main motivational reason for using it in the proposed
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Fig. 2. (a) The Zaslavsky attractor. (b) The dynamics of Lyapunov exponents of 2D Zaslavsky chaotic map.

framework. The reason is the utilization of integral image, which is a light-weight process with time complexity of 2WH (H:
height, W: width of the frame), making this method more suitable for real-time processing of WCE video data.

Suppose the sequence of WCE frames coming from wireless capsule is Ft with t = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,NT where NT indicates
the total number of frames. The target is to eliminate the redundant frames and classify the remaining WCE frames into
informative and non-informative, thereby sending the informative frames to healthcare centers and discarding the non-
informative. To this end, each frame is converted from RGB to COC color model based on which the integral image is
computed. Next, three features including moments of inertia, multi-scale contrast, and curvature map are computed. The
saliency scores of these features are thennormalized in the range 0–1. The normalized values of individual saliencies are then
fused to form an aggregated attention curve based on which the keyframes can be extracted. For detailed information about
our recent VS method, the readers are referred to [35]. Overall, this scheme provides several advantages such as reduction
in the transmission cost, storage, and battery and saving the analysis time of gastroenterologists by avoiding large amount
of redundant and non-informative frames.

2.2. ZCM-based image encryption algorithm

In this sub-section, we describe our image encryption algorithm [5], for ciphering the keyframes in detail. The proposed
cryptosystem is divided into two steps: initialization and processing steps. In the first step, the algorithm for generating
the encryption keys for the cryptosystem process is described. In the second part, the proposed encryption/decryption
algorithms are explained, which are based on permutation–diffusion processes, achieving a high level of security. All the
initial values of the ZCM are taken as secret keys in our encryption method. The upcoming sub-sections explain the key
generation procedure, followed by encryption/decryption of keyframes.

2.2.1. The pseudo-key encryption/decryption generator
The proposed image encryption algorithm uses the pseudo random of ZCM because it generates very random numbers

sequence. The chaotic behavior of a dynamical system is measured using Lyapunov exponents (LE) such that a dynamical
system with a positive LE is considered as chaotic [36]. Fig. 2(a) shows the attractive frame for ZCM. Fig. 2(b) shows the
values of LE for the ZCM using the secret key: (x0, y0, v, ε, τ ) = (0.8, 0.9, 7, 6, 5). The Lyapunov spectrum of this chaotic
system is computed to be around 1.55 [5]. Therefore, the generated sequence directly from the ZCM is very chaotic and
high compared to other 2D chaotic maps such as Hénon chaotic map, which has LE = 1.24 [37]. Kolmogorov entropy (KE)
provides a quantitative explication of randomness of a signal. Since, ZCM has one positive LE, the KE should be positive
too [36], indicating that our pseudo random generator is unpredictable.

The proposed image encryption uses directly the sequences generated by the chaotic map, avoiding the problem of
degradation caused by finite precision computation. Algorithm 1 shows the steps to produce the generated keys for the
proposed cryptosystem. These generated keys denote the encryption keys whereas the initial keys of the ZCM are the secret
keys for the proposed cryptosystem scheme. The generated encryption keys represent the index sorts, which help to execute
the permutation steps within the cryptosystem.
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Algorithm 1. The generation of Keys for ZCM-WCE.
Input: x0, y0, v, ε, τ , Kin, I(Keyframe).
1: [h, w, e]← size (I)
2: u = 1−e−τ

τ

3: For i = 1 to (max (h, w × e)+ 1034)
Ve (2i) = xi + v (1+ uyi)+ εvu (cos (2πxi)) mod 1
Ve (2i+ 1) = e−τ (yi + ε cos (2πxi))

End
4: Vin ← Ve(10:h+ 9)
5: V ′in ← Ve(10:w × e+ 9)
6: Rin ← reshape (Ve (10:1024+ 9), 32, 32)
7: [¬, V ]← Sort(Vin)

8:

¬, V ′


← Sort(V ′in)

9: [¬, R]← Sort(Rin)

10: α = |


V′in +


Vin +


Rin| mod 256
11: IF α = 0 then

α = |


V′in +


Vin +


Rin| mod 255
End

12: K ← α · Kin

13: L← K−1

Output: V , V ′, R, α, L, K .

Algorithm 1 illustrates the steps for generating the main keys of our scheme. For the first step in Algorithm 1, we get
height and width of the keyframe, followed by generating the chaotic sequence Ve directly from ZCM. To avoid the effect of
initial values, we discarded the first ten numbers of the generated sequence ‘‘Ve’’. As shown in Algorithm 1, ourmethod uses
the ZCM directly to produce the appropriate encryption keys of the proposed cryptosystem. Therefore, these encryption
keys are random and unpredictable in their nature as they have been generated directly from chaotic system. The function
‘‘Sort’’ is used for sorting the elements of an input vector and each column in Rin. It means that thematrix R contains indexes
for sorting the elements of each column in Rin while V and V ′ are two vectors, representing the index sorts of Vin and V ′in.
Finally, we compute α, L, K over the finite field using the chaotic sequences R, Vin and V ′in, where α is an integer number
so that α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 255}. The initial matrix Kin is [32× 32] invertible matrix over Gf (28), which is more suitable to be
applied with the proposed image encryption scheme.

2.2.2. The cryptosystem algorithm
The proposed algorithm uses a permutation–diffusion processing to dismantle and distribute pixels of the keyframe.

The arithmetic matrix multiplication over Galois Fields GF (28) is applied for each sub-block B of the data matrix image,
where B is denoted by a [32, 32] block of the data matrix. An irreducible polynomial x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 is selected to
generate the elements of GF (28) for our proposed scheme. The reason to choose this irreducible polynomial is that it is the
first polynomial of the degree 8 listed in our recent work [5], where we have listed 16 primitive polynomials (all primitive
polynomials are also irreducible), eachwithwell-tested security. In fact, there exists 30 irreducible polynomials with degree
8, which can serve as the irreducible polynomial to be used [38,39].

Algorithm 2. Encryption Algorithm.
Input: x0, y0, v, ε, τ , Kin, I(Keyframe).
0: Read the plain frame, and apply Algorithm 1
1: Transform the frame matrices into one matrix with [h, 3×w]
2: I2 ← Permutation using the matrix V , and V ′

3: I3 ← I2 ⊕ α

4: I4 ← Permutation using the matrix R
5: I5 ←L · BI4 · K
6: I6 ← Permutation using the matrix V , and V ′

7: Repeat the previous steps 4–6 four rounds, sequentially
8: C ← Reshape the obtained matrix intro three matrices with size [h,w]
Output: C: Encrypted keyframe.

Algorithm 2 shows the steps of encryption for the extracted keyframe from WCE video data using our recent video
summarization scheme. Firstly, we pack the matrices of the keyframe, which represent the corresponding RGB color (three
matrices), into one matrix with size [h, e× w], followed by dismantling and distribution of pixels for the obtained data
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Fig. 3. (a) A sample of keyframe extracted using our recent video summarization scheme. (b) The encrypted keyframe using our proposed scheme. (c) The
corresponding decrypted keyframe.

matrix. The symbol ⊕ indicates the bitwise XOR operator. The term ‘‘permutation’’ in Algorithm 2 means that each pixel
is permuted using the given element sort. We use the matrix R as indexes for shifting each block B. Similarly, we use the
indexes vector V and V ′ to shift each column and row of the image. We use the arithmetic matrix multiplication for each B
block using the matrices K , L, where L is the invertible matrix of K such that L · K = Id32 and Id32 is an [32, 32] identical
matrix. The symbol ‘·’ in Algorithm 2 is the operator of the multiplication over Galois Fields GF (28).

Algorithm 3. Decryption algorithm.
Input: x0, y0, v, ε, τ , Kin, I(Encrypted_Keyframe).
0: Read the encrypted frame, and apply Algorithm 1
1: Transform the frame matrices to one matrix with [h, 3×w]
2: C2 ← Permutation inverse using the matrix V, and V′

3: C3 ← K · B · L
4: C4 ← Permutation inverse using the matrix R
5: C5 ← Repeat the previous steps 2–4 four rounds, sequentially
6: C6 ← C5 ⊕ α

7: C7 ← Permutation inverse using the matrix V, and V′

8: D← Reshape the obtained matrix intro three matrices with size [h,w]
Output: D: the decrypted keyframe.

Algorithm 3 shows the decryption steps for our proposed scheme. The inverse steps for the encryption processes can
recover the original pixels completely only by using the exact secret keys. Since the sorted indexes are unique, the original
pixels can be recovered successfully from the permutation steps. Fig. 3 shows the keyframe extracted by the proposed
scheme along with the corresponding encrypted keyframe and decrypted keyframe. Fig. 4 summarizes the overall process
of the proposed framework by combining the video summarization module with encryption module during WCE.

3. Experimental results and discussion

In this section, the proposed system is evaluated through different experiments from security and statistical analysis
point of view. First, we evaluated the proposedmethod through histogram analysis, key space, and sensibility analysis. Next,
we analyzed the performance of the secret key and showed its resistance to common security attacks. Next, we exposed our
proposedmethod to different attacks such as chosen/known attacks, and resisting differential attack, followed by its analysis
using different tests such as randomness tests, and test of correlation analysis for two adjacent pixels in a ciphered keyframe.
Finally, we showed the advantages of our proposed image encryption scheme by comparing its performance results with
several recent state-of-the-art image encryption methods [10,37,40,41]. Due to special nature of WCE images, we directly
used their source codes for the frames extracted by our recent VSmethod for comparison of results using the same platform
and configurations, making the comparative analysis more fair and unbiased. A set of test keyframes and non-keyframes
from a sample WCE video along with frame number are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

During experiments, the initial values and controlling parameters of ZCM were selected as secret keys in our proposed
scheme. For instance, we used the following values in our experimental tests as default values: (x0, y0, v, ε, τ ) =
(0.8, 0.9, 7, 6, 5).

3.1. Histogram analysis

The histogram of a frame illustrates the distribution of its gray levels. Fig. 7 shows the uniform probability distribution
of ciphered keyframe without any statistical similarity, while the original keyframe appears significantly different from the
ciphered keyframe. The histogram of encrypted frame is obviously uniform and the visual view is impossible to redirect to
the original one as shown in Fig. 7. Consequently, our proposed scheme does not provide any information for attackers to
be used in statistical attacks, which makes it more suitable for securing transmission of keyframes during WCE.
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Fig. 4. Overall procedure of the proposed framework, illustrating the extraction of keyframes and flow of the proposed encryption/decryption algorithms
for secure WCE in remote healthcare.

Fig. 5. The selected test keyframes with frame numbers from our proposed scheme.

3.2. Differential attack

Differential attack refers to investigating the difference in inputs and its corresponding effects on outputs [41]. Basically,
an attacker investigates how a small change in any frame can affect the ciphered image so that he/she can proceed with
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Fig. 6. Sample non-keyframes with frame number for a sample video for the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 7. (a) Keyframe 0065, (e) the encrypted keyframe, histogram of the original keyframe in (b) red, (c) green, and (d) blue components. Histogram of
the encrypted keyframe in the (f) red, (g) green, and (h) blue components. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

his/her attacks. The ability to resist the differential attack can reveal the security level of any image encryption technique.
This resistance of the differential attack can be measured using the number of pixel changing rate (NPCR) test [42] and
unified average changed intensity (UACI) test [42], which are computed using Eqs. (1) and (2) as follows:

NPCR(C1, C2) =

i,j

S(i, j)
D
× 100% (1)

UACI(C1, C2) =

i,j

C1(i, j)− C2(i, j)
255× D

× 100%. (2)
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Table 1
NPCR and UACI tests results for each channel of RGB frame.

Frames 0065 0606 0667 0690
Test NPCR UACI NPCR UACI NPCR UACI NPCR UACI

R 99.6126 33.4412 99.6247 33.4923 99.6139 33.4750 99.6090 33.4698
G 99.6117 33.4361 99.6245 33.3929 99.6234 33.4864 99.6051 33.4480
B 99.6071 33.4371 99.6058 33.4985 99.5964 33.4861 99.6276 33.5088

Table 2
NPCR and UACI tests results for a set of keyframes.

Frames 0065 0379 0449 0485 0527 0595 0606 0659 0667

NPCR 99.6104 99.6085 99.6172 99.6164 99.6161 99.6235 99.6112 99.6006 99.6194
UACI 33.4381 33.4575 33.4784 33.5177 33.4456 33.4614 33.4825 33.4551 33.4935

Table 3
NPCR and UACI tests results for a set of non-keyframes.

Frames 0026 0033 0046 0165 0169 0170 0180 0348 0457

NPCR 99.6124 99.6144 99.6213 99.6071 99.6150 99.6085 99.6169 99.6087 99.6110
UACI 33.4579 33.5009 33.4876 33.4839 33.4740 33.5009 33.4001 33.5004 33.4735

Fig. 8. (a) NPRC tests and (b) UACI tests for 100 modified plain-images only with one bit (randomly chosen).

Herein, ‘‘D’’ denotes the number of pixels and ‘‘S’’ is represented by Eq. (3).

S(i, j) =

0, If C1(i, j) = C2(i, j)
1, Elsewise. (3)

In this test, we randomly change one bit of a pixel from a keyframe ‘‘I ’’. The obtained keyframe is denoted by ‘‘J ’’. We
use the same secret key in our proposed scheme to encrypt both keyframes. C1 and C2 are the two ciphered keyframes
corresponding to ‘‘I ’’ and ‘‘J ’’, respectively. Finally, we apply the tests of NPCR and UACI using both C1 and C2. The results
of this analysis for a complete set of test keyframes and non-keyframes are listed in Tables 1–3. The obtained results show
the high level security presented by our approach. The scores exceeded the ideal score for an encryption algorithm 99.61%
and 33.44% for NPCR and UACI [43], respectively. Fig. 8 shows the NPCR and UACI tests repeated 100 times for one keyframe
with randomly chosen one bit change. The results confirm that any minor change of the plain keyframe can change the
corresponding ciphered keyframe completely. Therefore, the proposed image encryption demonstrated good ability to resist
the differential attack and can provide high-level security to the keyframe extracted using VS during WCE.

3.3. Sensibility tests

The proposed algorithm is based on a chaotic map, which is known by its sensibility for any tiny change in the initial
values and controlling parameters. Therefore, all these initial values and controlling parameters are selected as secret keys
in our method. To confirm that our image encryption technique has a high security level, we change one initial value or
parameter of the chaotic systems slightly to analyze the effect of the ciphered image.
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Fig. 9. Key sensitivity analysis at the encryption/decryption stage. (a) The encrypted image CI1. (b) The encrypted image CI2. (c) The image difference
|CI1− I2|. (d) The decrypted image DI1. (e) The decrypted image DI2. (f) The image difference |DI1− DI2|.

Table 4
The secret keys sensibility tests.

Key change x0 y0 v ε τ

NPRC 99.6105 99.6082 99.6112 99.5966 99.6125
UACI 33.4365 33.4794 33.4825 33.4665 33.4525

Fig. 10. Tests of the keyframe sensitivity, (a) the plain keyframe I , (b) the modified keyframe J (only in one bit compared to ‘‘I ’’), (c) the image difference
|I − J|, (d) the encrypted image CI, (e) the encrypted image CJ, and (f) the image difference |CI− CJ|.

Table 4 shows the NPRC and UACI test results for pair ciphered images. The encrypted images are obtainedwith the same
plain keyframe using a single slight change +10−15 in one of the secret key. Fig. 9 shows some tests of sensibility on the
secret keys. In order to test the encryption/decryption sensibility, we use two secret keys. Each secret key differs only in
one tiny change in one of the initial values with (+10−15). Fig. 9(a) shows the encrypted keyframe using the first secret key.
Fig. 9(b) shows the encrypted keyframe using the second secret key. Fig. 9(d) shows the decrypted version of the keyframe
in Fig. 9(b) using the first secret key. Fig. 9(e) shows the decrypted of the keyframe in Fig. 9(a) using the second secret key.
Fig. 9(c) shows the abs mean difference between the encrypted images in Fig. 9(a), and (b). Fig. 9(f) shows the abs mean
difference between the decrypted images in Fig. 9(d), and (e). The obtained image in Fig. 9(c) and (f) are without any black-
zone (zero pixels), indicating no observation to any equal block between the ciphered/decrypted data. Therefore, any tiny
adjustment of the secret keys can produce completely different cipher data and the only possible way to recover the original
data is using the exact secret key.

In addition to the secret key sensitivity, we test the plain keyframe sensitivity in Fig. 10. Firstly, we encrypt the original
keyframe as shown in Fig. 10(a). The ciphered keyframe is denoted by CI (Fig. 10(d)). Secondly, we randomly select one
pixel and we change the least significant bit. The modified keyframe is denoted by J (Fig. 10(b)). Finally, Fig. 10(f) shows
the abs mean image difference |CI − CJ|, where CJ is the corresponding encrypted image for J (Fig. 10(e)). The obtained
image in Fig. 10(f), has no observation for a black zone, indicating the existence of non-equal blocks on the ciphered data.
Therefore, the attackers cannot obtain any useful information, even with using some special attacks. The tests confirm that
our proposed method is very sensitive to any tiny alteration to its secret keys as well as pixels of plain-keyframe.
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Fig. 11. Bar chart of NIST suite results for proposed method. All P-values are greater than 0.1, indicating that our method has passed all tests.

3.4. Space key

According to the IEEE floating point standard [44], the computational precision of the 64-bit double-precision numbers
is about 10−15. In this work, all the initial values and controlling parameters of ZCM are selected as secret keys, making the
space keys for the proposed pseudo random sequence generator more than 105×15

≃ 2237. Moreover, we can generate each
key encryption with other secret keys as we have three main encryption keys (V , V ′, R). This leads to a key space of around
10225

≃ 2711 for the proposed algorithm, making it larger enough to withstand exhaustive attacks.

3.5. Randomness tests

The tests of NIST suite come with 15 statistical tests to prove the randomness of any sequence. The tests require binary
sequence with at least 106 bits to find potential defects with any binary sequence, producing an output Pvalue. The values of
Pvalue are confined between 0 and 1, and must be larger than 0.01 to pass the tests [45]. We have used the default values of
the NIST suits tests [45]. Fig. 11 shows bar chart of NIST suite results for our proposed keyframe encryption. We produce
the ciphered data using our approach and we pass all encrypted binary data to the test (7 372800 bits). The ciphered data
passed successfully all the tests of SP 800-22. These results verify that the ciphered data has better statistical characteristics
and can resist various statistical attacks.

3.6. Entropy test

The pixel values of a ciphered image are expected to be uniformly distributed to achieve a high security level. Shannon’s
entropy [46] can measure the randomness of the ciphered data, which can be mathematically defined as follows:

E(C) = −

n
i=1

P(ci) log2 P(ci). (4)

Herein, P (ci) is the probability of ci ∈ C , C is a set of symbols, and ‘‘n’’ is the total number of symbols. To achieve high-
level security, the local Shannon entropy score should be equal to 8 for a random frame with 256 gray levels [47]. The local
Shannon entropy is calculated to check the level of randomness between the input image and its ciphered version. Therefore,
the entropy score of an encrypted image generated by any effective encryption method should be close to 8. Tables 5 and 6
show the information related to local Shannon entropy for various ciphered keyframes and non-keyframes. All the results
demonstrate that the ciphered keyframes/ non-keyframes are almost close to a random source, validating the effectiveness
of our proposed scheme.
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Table 5
The entropy tests for a set of data keyframe.

Frame/entropy 0065 0379 0449 0485 0527 0595 0606 0659 0667 0690 700

Original 7.3656 7.4360 7.4328 7.4028 7.3647 7.3674 7.3208 7.3700 7.1773 7.2786 7.1891
Ciphered 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998

Table 6
The entropy tests for a set of data non-keyframes.

Frame/entropy 0026 0033 0046 0165 0169 0170 0180 0199 0348 0457 0676

Original 6.9921 7.2897 7.1880 6.5479 7.1084 6.5409 7.0044 7.3128 7.2388 5.4406 7.3120
Ciphered 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9997 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998 7.9998

3.7. Chosen/known attack

In previous sections, we explained that our proposed algorithm has high sensitivity to any tiny modification in the plain
frame as well as in its secret keys. Furthermore, no information can be obtained by cryptanalysis regardless of the attack
type by malicious users because each encryption is related completely to the plain frames and the secret keys. Moreover,
according to the previous tests, our proposed scheme is immune to the chosen attacks. It is a well-known fact that any
cipher resistant to the chosen-plaintext attacks is considered as immune to other chosen/known attacks [48]. This confirms
the better ability of the proposed method to resist chosen/known attacks.

3.8. Correlation coefficient analysis

In this sub-section, we investigate the correlation coefficient effect on the ciphered frames. The relationship between
correlation and security is described as follows. ‘‘The lesser the correlation of two adjacent pixels is, the safer the ciphered
frame is’’. Therefore, we randomly select 2048 pairs of adjacent pixels for testing the correlations between two adjacent
pixels in the three directions: vertically, horizontally, and diagonally, respectively. The correlation of two adjacent pixels
can be computed using Eqs. (5)–(8) as follows:

CCxy =
cov(x, y)
√
D(x)× D(y)

(5)

where, cov(x, y) =
1
n

n
i=1

(xi − E(x))(yi − E(y)) (6)

D(x) =
1
n

n
i=1

(xi − E(x))2 (7)

E(x) =
1
n

n
i=1

xi. (8)

The test results of the plain frames and ciphered frames for each component are listed in Table 7. The correlation
coefficients are all greater than 0.98 in the original frames, indicating strong correlation between adjacent pixels of each
direction in plain frames. On the other hand, the correlation coefficients are all almost 0.001 in the ciphered frames,
representing negligible correlation and nearby to the ideal value (CC = 0) for an encrypted frame [13]. Fig. 12 illustrates the
plot of the correlation distribution for the plain frame and its corresponding ciphered frame. The strong correlation between
adjacent pixels is obvious with agglomeration of the dots for the plot of the plain frame. However, in case of ciphered frame,
the dots are scattered over the entire plot. Therefore, our proposed method can efficiently minimize the strong correlation
between adjacent pixels of the plain frames.

4. Comparison tests

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposedmethod by conducting several tests based on image quality
and other evaluation metrics. The metrics for comparative study include mean square error (MSE) [49], structural similarity
indexmetric (SSIM) [50], NCC [51], NPCR, UACI, entropy, and correlation coefficient [47,52,53]. Themathematical equations
for the last three metrics are already given in previous sub-sections. The remaining three metrics (MSE, SSIM, and NCC) can
be computed using Eqs. (9)–(11) as follows:

MSE =
1

MN

M
x=1

N
y=1


Ixy − Exy

2 (9)
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Table 7
The correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels tests.

Keyframe# Component Keyframe Ciphered
Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Horizontal Vertical Diagonal

0065
R 0.9931 0.9907 0.9856 0.0028 −0.0016 8.609e−04
G 0.9886 0.9847 0.9764 −3.991e−04 1.833e−04 −0.0019
B 0.9872 0.9828 0.9735 0.0017 0.0047 0.0013

0379
R 0.9963 0.9944 0.9919 −8.509e−04 −7.219e−04 −7.116e−04
G 0.9929 0.9900 0.9853 0.0013 −7.229e−04 −0.0034
B 0.9913 0.9881 0.9824 −0.0040 0.0013 6.472e−04

0527
R 0.9917 0.9914 0.9849 −0.0042 −0.0022 9.524e−04
G 0.9860 0.9862 0.9754 −7.046e−05 −0.0019 −6.470e−04
B 0.9843 0.9846 0.9726 −0.0021 −0.0025 0.0030
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Fig. 12. Correlation coefficient diagrams (blue channel). (a) Keyframe, (b), (c), (d) correlation distribution for keyframe in diagonal, vertical, and horizontal
direction, respectively. (e) Ciphered keyframe, (f), (g), (h) correlation distribution for ciphered keyframe in diagonal, vertical, and horizontal direction,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

NCC =

M
x=1

N
y=1


Exy × Ixy


M
x=1

N
y=1


Exy

2 (10)

SSIM =


2µxµy + const1


×


2σxy + const2


µ2

x + µ2
y + const1


×


σ 2
x + σ 2

y + const2
 . (11)

Herein, I is the input frame, E is encrypted frame, x and y are loop counters,M and N show frame dimension, and const1
and const2 avoid division by zero exception. MSE should be as minimum as possible for better performance. Conversely, the
value of NCC and SSIM should be as closer to 1 as possible [52,54].

In the comparison tests, initialization steps were introduced by packing the corresponding matrices of RGB frames into
onematrix. TheMatlab source code for other papers was obtained and the tests were performed on the same data keyframe
using the same configurations for fair evaluation and comparison. Table 8 tabulates the performance values of the cipher-
keyframe encrypted by different image encryption schemes [10,37,40,41]. All the presented image encryption schemes in
Table 8 have good confusion and diffusion properties. Each scheme has the same entropy and NCC score. The correlation
coefficient values are approximately zero for all reviewed schemes. However, there is some variation in the MSE and SSIM
tests, where the performance of our proposed scheme is better than Zhou et al. [10] and Zhou et al. [41]. The authors in [41]
have used a random pixel insertion in the beginning of each row in the original image, which led to the highest score of MSE
among the methods under consideration.

The recent existing schemes [10,37,41] are computationally complex in terms of encryption and decryption compared
to our proposed method for keyframes encryption. The proposed framework of WCE is a real-time procedure, requiring
real-time fast response in terms of encryption. Therefore, these methods cannot be used in the proposed framework. The
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Table 8
Comparison of the proposed image encryption method with recent state-of-the-art encryption algorithms based on multiple performance evaluation
metrics.

Method
name

Space
keys

Time encrypt
(s)

Time decrypt
(s)

MSE SSIM NCC NPCR UACI Entropy Correlation coefficient

Our 2711 2.58 2.65 0 1 1 99.609 33.450 7.9998 0.0019
Wu
et al. [37]

2256 180.60 180.97 0 1 1 99.613 33.409 7.9998 0.0014

Zhou
et al. [40]

2215 1.3831 1.6248 0 1 1 99.609 33.434 7.9998 0.0013

Zhou
et al. [41]

2265 8.642 5.3614 97.2274 0.9770 1 99.686 33.246 7.9998 0.0008

Zhou
et al. [10]

2256 41.0262 41.5787 0.0763 0.9999 1 99.605 33.490 7.9998 0.0026

method introduced in [40] has lower execution time compared to our method, however, its key space is too short, making
its security limited for the proposed sensitive WCE framework according to Kirchhoff’s principle [55]. Moreover, our key
space is also better than the other methods mentioned in Table 8. This validates the suitability of the proposed encryption
method for integration with the proposed video summarization assisted WCE procedure for healthcare centers.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we formulated the problemof effectivemanagement ofwireless capsule’s data and its secure dissemination
to remote health monitoring centers for personalized WCE. Considering the limited resources during WCE such as
smartphone’s battery, processing, and transmission cost, an energy-efficient video summarization algorithm is devised
to automatically extract the keyframes from the sequence of WCE frames. The proposed VS scheme is based on integral-
image, which is a light-weight process, making it more suitable for real-time application such as WCE. Next, we proposed a
cryptosystem for secure dissemination of the keyframes extractedusing ourVS scheme to gastroenterologists andhealthcare
centers.We used the 2D chaoticmap to generate the permutation keys, which shift the position of the plain keyframe pixels,
followed by diffusion per block using the arithmeticmatrixmultiplication over finite field. The proposedmethod has a larger
key space with high sensitivity to any tiny modification. Any minor bit adjustment on the original keyframe can produce
completely different ciphered keyframe. Moreover, the proposed cryptosystem scheme has a higher ability to resist the
chosen/known attacks and differential attacks. The proposed encryption method is fast and provides a high level of security
with large space keys compared to other state-of-the-art encryption schemes. These characteristics verify the suitability of
our framework for secure dissemination of the keyframes to healthcare centers and remote gastroenterologists, facilitating
them with correct real-time decisions, leading to improved healthcare facilities.

The current work considers fixed block size of 32 × 32 pixels, which can be made adaptive in future work. We also
tend to investigate the suitability of our method for integration with steganographic techniques [56–58], compression, and
watermarking algorithms [54,59]. Finally, we plan to apply the current encryption scheme with further improvements to
the keyframes of diagnostic hysteroscopy videos.
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